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Introduction

With the rise of Nūr al-Dīn al-Zangi in the mid-6th/12th century, and the Ayyubids under

Saladin in 569/1174 thereafter, Damascus returned to the fore of political, social and reli-

gious life, after several centuries of mere provincial status. And, as is apt to happen in such

capitals, it soon became the mecca of religious and intellectual activity, remaining such well

into the era of the Mamluks who succeeded the Ayyubids in 657/1260. Throughout Syria,

and particularly in Damascus, the founding of colleges occurred at an unprecedented rate.

As a result, scholars from all over the Islamic world were drawn to this intellectually stim-

ulating, and socially rewarding, city of learning. A clash of views was bound to happen,

as each scholar arrived with his own legal, theological, and intellectual proclivities.1

While the Abbasid miḥna may be read as a sectarian debate over the role of rationalism

in determining positive theological orthodoxy,2 the new debate in Damascus was different

in both content and form. First, the debate was not so much about theology as it was

about the of use of rationalism in religious disciplines, or scholasticism. Furthermore, the

quarrel was not inter-sectarian, but mostly raged within a single Sunnī legal school, the

Shafiʿite. Lastly, it largely played out not in the assemblies of princes or in the inquisitor’s

court, but rather in religious legal edicts (fatwas), in appointments to the newly-founded

madrasas, in polemical epistles, and finally in bibliographic dictionaries (ṭabaqāt), in which

the biographer effectively determined who was “right or wrong” by inclusion, exclusion,

or criticism of the subject of the biographical notice.

The topic of this essay is the debate over the role of the rational disciplines and scho-

lasticism in the religious “curriculum”3 of the educational institutions of Damascus, from

1On the internationalisation of scholarship in Damascus during this period, see Gilbert (1977), esp. 58-79.
2Some scholars read the miḥna as a battle not so much over the role of reason in theology, but more over

who is the ultimate possessor of religious authority in Islam: the caliph, or the ulema. Cf. Crone and Hinds

(2003), and Zaman (1997).
3In this essay, I use the term “curriculum” to denote the sum of the disciplines studied as part of an education

in the religious sciences. Due to the madrasas’ nature of being centred around the professor of law or hadith,

and due to the scope of this essay, I have not attempted to identify or synthesise a hierarchy of courses or texts

within any given discipline, and as such have not built this into my definition of “curriculum”. No doubt,

some texts appear to have formed the backbone of education in Damascus during this time: for example, the
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approximately 550/1150 to 750/1350. I argue that this debate over the study of the rational

disciplines was, in fact, the last major battle between strict traditionalists and the scholas-

tics, particularly in the Shafiʿite madhhab, after which scholasticism was generally ascen-

dant. We will study the role played by prominent Shafiʿite figures — namely, the eminent

rationalist Sayf al-Dīn al-Āmidī, the famous traditionist Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, the chief judge Taqī

al-Dīn al-Subkī, the historian Sharaf al-Dīn al-Dhahabī, and Taqī al-Dīn’s son, Tāj al-Dīn

al-Subkī — in determining what disciplines were to be considered part of a proper Islamic

curriculum. For it was through control of the curriculum that each party aspired to define

the intellectual tone of the institutions of learning of the day, the tenor of Muslim higher

education for future generations, and thus the very spirit of Sunni orthodoxy.

Defining traditionalists and scholastics

Before commencing, we must clearly define what is intended by the two key terms, tradi-

tionalism and scholasticism, especially as my usage differs from that of the landmark work

on Muslim madrasas and scholasticism, The Rise of Colleges of George Makdisi. Studying

the sectarian theological differences of ninth and tenth century Baghdad that gave rise to

the colleges in the eleventh century, Makdisi divides the intellectuals of the time into two

camps: the legal traditionalists (ahl al-ḥadīth), and the theological rationalists (ahl al-kalām).4

Makdisi famously argued that the colleges were established by the traditionalists and their

political allies as a means of institutionalising traditionalism as orthodoxy, explicitly contra

the various faces of rationalism. Scholasticism, in turn, was the method of scholarly inquiry

that evolved from the the resulting professionalisation of the ulema.5

In this essay, my usage of the terms traditionalist and scholastic will differ slightly, in ac-

cordance with the change in time and milieu. By the time of thirteenth century Damascus,

the parameters of the debate over reason and revelation had shifted. It was no longer over

the superiority of revelation or reason; both sides of the debate in Damascus were “tradi-

tionalists” in this sense. Rather, the contention was now over the utility of reason in the

Tanbīh of Abū Isḥāq al-Shirāzī in Shafiʿite fiqh is mentioned dozens of times in al-Nuʿaymī, Dāris (1988) .
4Makdisi (1981), 6-9.
5See Makdisi (1981), xiii.
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exposition, explanation and defence of the traditional Islamic disciplines. As such, in the

context of seventh to eigth century Damascus, we will find it useful to replace the metaphor

of “two camps” with that of a spectrum: on the far right extreme are the strict tradition-

alists who fiercely deny assigning a role to rational inquiry in any matter of religion, and

particularly in theology; on the far left would be the Muslim philosophers (al-ḥukamāʾ), the

intellectual heirs of Farābī and Avicenna whose inquiries were rarely in traditional matters

of Muslim revelation, theology or law; and, on various points between these two extremes,

lie the Sunni scholastics, the mutakallimūn.

Historically, the term mutakallimūn was first used to denote the scholars of kalām, spec-

ulative theology, such as the Muʿtazalites; it connoted a set of particular positive conclu-

sions in matters of theology (such as the createdness of the Qur’an) against the positions of

traditionalists of third century Baghdad. By the time of late sixth century Damascus, how-

ever, the term mutakallimūn was applied to those who made use of rational disciplines and

scholastic method, but were theologically traditionalists in their positive theological posi-

tions regarding issues such as the uncreatedness of the Qur’an, such as the post-Ghazālī

Ashʿarites. In other words, the debate was now within Makdisi’s “traditionalist” camp:

both the strict traditionalists and the scholastics of our spectrum considered themselves

(and, to various degrees, one another) the heirs of the third century proto-Sunni “tradi-

tionalists”.6 The debate had largely (though not exclusively) shifted from one of positive

theological conclusions, to one of methodology. The new question was: is there a role for

the rational disciplines in the traditional Sunni curriculum?

As such, once we leave Abbasid times, and settle into Ayyubid Damascus and Egypt, I

find it more helpful to translate the term mutakallimūn not as “speculative theologians”, but

rather as “scholastics”. No doubt, some particulars of theology were contested, and some-

times quite hotly. However, the framework in which these debates occurred was largely

that of the permissibility and utility of rational disciplines in the Sunni curriculum.

Thus, in the context of seventh and eighth century Damascus, the scholastics were those

scholars who utilised the rational disciplines (such as logic and dialectic) and applied di-

alectical and rationalist methods of inquiry to traditional Sunni religious disciplines. As

6See Makdisi (1995), 141.
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masters themselves of the traditional disciplines — Qur’an, hadith, and law — they then

authored textbooks that attempted to synthesise and resolve many of the long-standing the-

ological and legal debates within the Sunni schools by use of scholastic terminology and

method. For example, when, beginning in the seventh century, the schools of jurispru-

dence are divided into two — ṭarīqat al-fuqahāʾ and ṭarīqat al-mutakallimīn — what is meant

by the latter is not “the way of the theologians”, properly speaking, but “the way of the

scholastics”.

In contradistinction, the term traditionalists will refer to those scholars who limited the

Islamic disciplines to the study of Qur’an, hadith, fiqh, tradition-based creed, and ancilliary

Arabic disciplines. According to such traditionalists, any study of the rational disciplines,

or any application of rational methodology to the traditional Muslim topics, is impermis-

sible, even if it be in defence of the traditional creed. The study of philosophy and logic

is the greatest offence; but equally impermissible is the study of scholastic theology (uṣūl

al-dīn/kalām) or even jurisprudence (uṣūl al-fiqh) if it involves the use of dialectical metho-

dology and rationalist terminology according to the “way of the scholastics”. Sometimes I

will use the term “strict traditionalist” to further emphasise the most extreme and unyield-

ing form of this conservative position.

It cannot be overemphasised that, in following with our metaphor of the spectrum, the

two groups were not mutually exclusive; in fact, most “scholastics” were themselves highly

trained, if not recognised masters, of traditional Islamic disciplines such as hadith and fiqh.

This was not a debate between theologians and philosophers: the positive conclusions of

Hellenistic-derived philosophy7 that contradict central tenets of Sunni Muslim dogma was

soundly rejected by both of our parties. Even the most staunch supporters of scholasticism

were wary of philosophy as such;8 few were those who studied philosophy proper from

7Throughout this paper, in following the usage of these terms by the scholastic and traditionalist scholars

under discussion herein, I will use the terms falsafa or Hellenistic philosophy to denote the schools of Farābī

and Avicenna, and ḥikma, Muslim philosophy, or theological philosophy (depending on the context) to denote the

schools of post-Ghazālī Muslim philosophers and theological philosophers, Sunni and non, such as Fakhr

al-Dīn al-Rāzī, Nāṣir al-Dīn al-Ṭūṣī, and others. The English term philosophy will simply denote the generic

activity, and philosophers the practitioners of any sort of philosophy.
8See, for example, the remarks of Tāj al-Dīn al-Subkī regarding the study of Hellenistic philosophy (falsafa),
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the works of Muslim philosophers, or at the hands of Christian and Jewish philosophers,

without tarnishing their names.9

The scholasticism that developed in medieval Damascus was merely a continuation

and fulfilment of a process that had begun in eastern lands under the likes of Imām al-

Ḥaramayn al-Juwaynī and Abū Ḥāmid al-Ghazāli: the ascent of scholasticism in Shafiʿite

Sunnism. The process had begun with the use of rationalist methodology first in theological

debates between Muslim theological sects; then — within the “traditionalist” school — its

use in legal studies, in the form of the dialectical tools of debate (khilāf ) between the legal

schools; and finally, its appearance in the field of jurisprudence (uṣūl al-fiqh), which, by

the 11th century, was increasingly becoming concerned with issues of epistemology and

hermeneutics that were not strictly relevant to the derivation of positive law (fiqh), and

was being applied to non-legal disciplines such as theology, in the form of works classified

as uṣūl al-dīn.

The effect of the law of waqf on curriculum in madrasas

While this essay will not deal with the development of the madrasas generally, or in Dam-

ascus particularly,10 it is important to treat briefly the effect that the legal instrument be-

hind madrasas — the charitable trust (waqf ) — had on the development of curriculum in

madrasas. The waqf was the only form of legal perpetuity developed in classical Islamic

legal theory. It was a pious endowment, by which ownership technically transferred from

on p. 33.
9Even a famous scholar of hadith such as Abū Ḥātim Ibn Ḥibbān (d. 354) was not immune to such problems;

he was banished from his native Sijistān, having been charged with the study of philosophy and kalām, despite

his eminence as a traditionist. See al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt (1413), 3:131-132; and al-Dhahabī, Kitāb tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ

(1376), 3:921-922. It seems the case of ʿAbd al-Laṭīf al-Baghdādī is rather exceptional; he doesn’t seem to ever

have been harmed, neither in reputation nor professionally, by his study of philosophy and fraternising with

non-Muslim philosophers. See Toorawa (2004); and Makdisi (1981), 84-91.
10On arguments over the origins and development of the madrasa, cf. Pedersen (1929); Pedersen and Mak-

disi (1960); Makdisi (1961); Tibawi (1962); and Makdisi (1981), especially 27-32, and 292-311, where Makdisi

discusses previous scholarship. After the “Rise of Colleges”, more recent contributions to the field have chal-

lenged Makdisi’s central theses. See especially, Berkey (1992) and Chamberlain (1994), both of whom argue

against any sense of formalism or “system of education” that Makdisi’s works imply.
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the founder to God; as such, the terms of the waqf could not support an object that con-

travened the laws of Islam. The ramifications of this condition for endowed institutions of

learning, such as the madrasa, were that no teaching or studying of matters deemed con-

trary to religion was permitted on the premises of the school; furthermore, stipends granted

to the teachers and residents could not be provided for such studies.11 Thus, the definition

of what disciplines were deemed to be in support of, neutral to, or against religion was

paramount to the inclusion or exclusion of those disciplines from the curriculum.

One of Makdisi’s key arguments is that the express purpose of these colleges was the

production of jurisconsults: those trained both as jurists and juridicial traditionalist the-

ologians, and professional experts in the methodology of law, jurisprudence (uṣūl al-fiqh,

which also was the basis and methodology for traditionalist theology. By this act, the tradi-

tionalists of the 9th and 10th centuries who had succeeded in overcoming their rationalist

inquisitors, ensured that they — through the waqf and the madrasa — would be the arbiters

of orthodoxy for perpetuity, having established both legal institutions (the waqf ) and so-

cial institutions (the madhhab as guild, and the madrasa) by which to perpetuate both the

positive conclusions and the methodology of their traditionalism.12

By the time of Ayyubid Damascus, the madrasa and, along with it, the traditionalist

hegemony which it enabled, had spread across the Muslim world, and was being replicated

quickly across Ayyubid principalities by the various rulers who constituted the Ayyubid

federation. With the simultaneous rise of scholasticism that occurred in part due to Ayyu-

bid support of Shafiʿite Ashʿarites, the madrasa and its curriculum quickly became the

battle-ground over the acceptance or rejection of the rationalist disciplines and methodo-

logy. The strict traditionalists rejected them, and viewed them as antithetical to the tenets of

Islam; as such, they would be impermissible to teach in the madrasas, thus ensuring that

their study would not become widespread. The scholastics, the majority of whom were

themselves masters of the traditional disciplines, disputed this conclusion. What ensued

was a dispute over the very definition of an “Islamic” discipline.

11Makdisi (1981), 36.
12Makdisi (1995), 143-4.
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Āmidī, Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ and Scholasticism in the Madrasas

At the end of chronicle for the year 626, Abū Shāma makes the following note: “During the

end of al-Muʿaẓẓam b. Abū Bakr’s reign, and in that of his son Dāwūd, the study of the An-

cient sciences had spread in Damascus, and continued to increase, until God extinguished

it during the regency of al-Ashraf.”13 This remark perfectly highlights the tensions that

existed in the intellectual climate of Ayyubid Damascus, especially under al-Muʿaẓẓam

and al-Ashraf. After the dissolution of the Fatimid state, Saladin attempted to shore up

Sunnism by supporting Shafiʿism and Ashʿarism throughout Egypt and Syria, in which he

was followed by the rest of the Ayyubids until the time of al-Muʿaẓẓam and al-Ashraf. This

period of patronage for the Shafiʿites, however, led to the highlighting of the fissure within

the school between the strict traditionalists and the scholastic Ashʿarites. Despite the emi-

nence of many Ashʿarites as Shafiʿite jurists and respected traditionists (muḥaddithūn), the

struggle for acceptance amongst their Shafiʿite brethren was not yet complete. The scholar

whose career and repeated troubles due to his scholasticism best exemplify the tensions of

the period, was the Shafiʿite theologian, Sayf al-Dīn al-Āmidī.

Scholasticism beleaguered: the troubles of Sayf al-Dīn al-Āmidī

Alī b. Abī ʿAlī b. Muḥammad b. Sālim al-Taghlabī14, known as Sayf al-Dīn al-Āmidī, was

born in Amida in east Anatolia, close to Diyār Bakr, in 551/1156-7. At first a Hanbalite,

he moved to Baghdad at the age of fifteen to continue his legal studies with the Hanbalite

Abū’l-Fatḥ Naṣr b. Fityān Ibn al-Mannī (d. 583/1187), under whom he studied Hanbalite

law and khilāf -law. It was also in Baghdad that he then met and was especially influenced

by the Shafiʿite Jamāl al-Dīn Ibn Faḍlān (d. 595/1199), a grand-student of Abū Ḥāmid al-

Ghazālī (d. 505/1111), under whom Āmidī converted to the the teacher’s rite and quickly

excelled in the study of dialectic (jadal) and legal disputation (khilāf ).15 His passion for

13Abū Shāma, Dhayl (1366), 156.
14According to Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt (1397), 3:293; Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿa, ʿUyūn al-anbāʾ (1299), 2:174-5; and

Sourdel (1960). Cf. Ibn Qāḍī Shuhbah, Ṭabaqāt (1399), 2:99, who reads the nisba as al-Thaʿlabī.
15Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt, 393-4; Ibn Kathīr, al-Bidāya wa’l-nihāya (1977), 13:140-1. Cf. al-Qifṭī, Ikhbār al-ʿulamāʾ

(1326), 161, who gives al-Mannī’s name as “Ibn Bint al-Mannī al-Makfūf”, and relates that Āmidī studied
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the rational disciplines ignited, he searched out Christian and Jewish teachers with him

to study the books of the Ancients, his openness in which, however, caused the ulema of

Baghdad to make accusations against his own faith.16 Leaving the controversy, he moved

to Damascus in order to pursue the study of the rational disciplines, and it was during this

tenure that his fame in the rational disciplines began to spread.

Moving to Cairo in 592, he became professor at the mausoleum madrasa complex of

al-Shāfiʿī, and also began lecturing in the Ẓāfirī Congregational Mosque.17 It was during

this phase that he was the instructor in khilāf, uṣūl al-fiqh, kalām, and logic to ʿIzz al-Dīn

Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām and other famous scholastic scholars. However, once again, trouble

arose. Charges were brought against him over his philosophical proclivities, and a summon

was drafted to demand he be brought to trial. However, some of his contemporaries and

later biographers attributed this move to jealousy on behalf of some of the city’s jurists

(fuqahāʾ); a real possibility, especially since one of the very jurists who was requested to sign

the warrant seemed to think twice about the accusation, and — in place of his requested

signature on the warrant — instead wrote:

Jealous of the young man, unable to attain to what he had;

Of him, people are enemies and antagonists.18

Nonetheless,Āmidī apparently felt threatened enough that he fled in disguise to Syria,

where he took up residence in Ḥamāh under al-Malik al-Manṣūr. Al-Manṣūr welcomed

him, built a college specifically for him, al-Madrasa al-Manṣūriyya, and frequented the

scholar’s lessons himself. Of all the cities in which he resided, Āmidī seemed to find the

greatest peace and acceptance in Ḥamāh, where the respect and support he received al-

lowed him to author many of his works in jurisprudence, scholastic theology, khilāf -law,

and logic.19

dialectic (jadal) and disputation (munāẓara) with him.
16al-Qifṭī, Ikhbār al-ʿulamāʾ, 1:104.
17Ibn Kathīr, al-Bidāya wa’l-nihāya, 141.
18Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt, 293-4; Ibn Kathīr, al-Bidāya wa’l-nihāya, 141. The line is attributed to Abū al-Aswad

al-Duʾalī; see al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 2:11.
19Ibn Wāṣil, Mufarrij (1979), 4:78, 5:35-6; Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿa, ʿUyūn al-anbāʾ, 2:174-5.
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Upon al-Manṣūr’s death in 617, he was invited to Damascus by al-Malik al-Muʿaẓẓam

ʿĪsā.20 Al-Muʿaẓẓam was himself a man of learning and piety, and his reign was liberal.21

The only member of the Ayyubid family who was a Hanafite, he patronised the minority

Hanafites as well as the Hanbalites of the Ṣāliḥiyya district who had emigrated to Dam-

ascus from Frankish-ruled central Palestine in the previous century.22 As an internation-

ally prominent scholar, Āmidī was immediately appointed to the professorial chair of the

Madrasa ʿAzīziyya by al-Muʿaẓẓam. The king, however, did not personally like Āmidī,

and found him abrasive. Ibn Wāṣil attributes this to Āmidī’s jealousy and frequent crit-

icism of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606), who was perhaps his only peer the world over in

the rational disciplines during their day. Ibn Wāṣil relates that a famous poet who had

been show favour by al-Rāzī belittled Āmidī to al-Muʿaẓẓam due to Āmidī’s attack on the

poet’s former patron, al-Rāzī.23 Regardless, the king continued to show respect and hon-

our to Āmidī at least publicly, always including him in official ceremonies and scholarly

debates, and Āmidī in turn dedicated one of his works, al-Iḥkām fī tamyīz al-aḥkām, to the

king.24

Āmidī’s teaching activity flourished during this period, through he was much more

reserved in the teaching of ḥikma, rarely accepting to teach it to anyone.25 Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿa

also mentions that he was involved in medicine, though not in what capacity, and that

Āmidī was frequently visited by a top physician of Damascus, Muhadhdhab al-Dīn ʿAbd

20According to Ibn Wāṣil, the invitation was extended and accepted before the death of Manṣūr, which he

records as occurring in 617, noting that Āmidī absconded from Ḥamāh without informing al-Manṣūr, who had

taken an oath from Āmidī that the scholar would not leave the city except with the king’s permission. See Ibn

Wāṣil, Mufarrij, 5:37-8. Cf. Ibn AbīUṣaybiʿa, ʿUyūn al-anbāʾ, 2:174-5 who make no mention of such a ploy, and

is instead explicit in that he remained loyal to his patron until the latter’s death in 617.
21Apparently so much so, that he had trouble with certain Shafiʿite jurists who objected to his making wine

and other religiously forbidden things objects of legal liability, according to the Hanafite position, and against

that of the Shafiʿite and Hanbalite madhhabs. See al-Nuʿaymī, Dāris, 83; and Humphreys (2006), 188.
22Talmon-Heller and Kedar (2005).
23Ibn Wāṣil, Mufarrij, 5:38.
24See Sibṭ Ibn al-Jawzī, Mirʾāt al-zamān (1907), 457-458, in which Sibṭ Ibn al-Jawzī relates his discomfort at

al-Muʿaẓẓam’s not standing for Āmidī, of whom Sibṭ himself had a good opinion.
25Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿa, ʿUyūn al-anbāʾ, 2:175.
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al-Raḥmān b. ʿAlī, who also studied Āmidī’s philosophical and theological works with

him.26 After the death of al-Muʿaẓẓam ʿĪsā in 624, his son al-Nāṣir Dāwūd reigned briefly

for two years in Damascus, then in Karak. Especially during his time in Karak, al-Nāṣir

frequently requested Āmidī’s company, and seemed to sincerely enjoy studying with the

ageing master.27 However, in 626, al-Muʿaẓẓam’s brothers, al-Ashraf Mūsā and al-Kāmil,

agreed to a recharting of the Syrian territories that put al-Ashraf in Damascus. Al-Ashraf’s

scheme had forced al-Nāṣir to abdicate, deposed; the new king’s strict traditionalist policies

were to have a similar effect on Āmidī.

Al-Ashraf was a shrewd ruler, and apparently as devout as his brother had been, but he

was less of an intellectual, and definitely less tolerant. He overturned many of his brother’s

liberal policies upon taking Damascus in 626. Part of this change involved an attempt to

reorient Damascus to a stricter traditionalists culture. Towards this, he continued the policy

of founding centres of learning, but only of the most conservative sort: mosques and hadith

colleges. One of the two hadith colleges he founded — the Dār al-Ḥadīth al-Ashrafiyya —

became a hub for the top hadith and legal scholars over the next century. The first Dār

al-Ḥadīth of Damascus — the Dār al-Ḥadīth al-Nūriyya — had been founded in 566/1170

by Nūr al-Dīn al-Zangī, and is said to have been the first college dedicated to the study

of hadith in the Muslim world.28 In both instances, the first professor was a Shafiʿite: in

the Nūriyya, the famous muḥaddith and historian Ibn ʿAsākir, and in the Ashrafiyya, the

jurisconsult Taqī al-Dīn Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ. But the differences are more striking and significant

for the development of scholasticism: Nūr al-Dīn was a proponent of Shafiʿite Ashʿarism,

and his appointee was a staunch Ashʿarite, the author of one of the most famous apologetic

tracts of Ashʿarism, Tabyīn kadhib al-muftarī fī mā nusiba ilā al-imām al-Ashʿarī;29 al-Ashraf, on

the other hand, was not shy to declare his hatred of all things speculative and philosophical,

and his first appointee to the chair of the Ashrafiyya, Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, shared his stance.

Unfortunately for Āmidī, this change of policy resulted in the removal of scholastics

26Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿa, ʿUyūn al-anbāʾ, 2:243-244.
27Ibn Wāṣil, Mufarrij, 5:40.
28Dickinson (2002), 483, citing Elisséeff (1967), 3:762-64.
29See Makdisi (1962), 53-57.
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from their madrasa positions. Al-Ashraf seemed to particularly dislike Āmidī, representa-

tive as he was of all that al-Ashraf loathed, and actively ignored the elderly shaykh during

the first several years of his reign. In 630, charges were brought against Āmidī, and al-

Ashraf took the opportunity to have him removed from his position at theʿAzīziyya Mad-

rasa.30 He spent the remaining months of his life in his home outside of Damascus, and

died Tuesday, the fourth of Ṣafar, in 631; he was buried at the base of Mount Qāsyūn.31

While most biographers don’t mention what the charges he faced were, both Ibn Wāṣil

and Sibt Ibn al-Jawzī narrate two different reasons as to his removal. Ibn Wāṣil attributes

it to an unfortunate misunderstanding of politics: al-Malik Masʿūd, the erstwhile ruler of

Amida, had corresponded with Āmidī during the latter’s stay in Ḥamāh, offering him a

position in his native city. When, years later in late 629, al-Kāmil laid siege to Amida and

removed al-Masʿūd from his rule, he asked him, “Do you not have a single man of quality

in this city of yours?”, to which al-Masʿūd made the mistake of replying, “I had written

to Shaykh Sayf al-Dīn for him to join me, and he had promised me that he would.” This

apparently infuriated both al-Kāmil and al-Ashraf, who suspected treachery on the part

of the elderly shaykh, upon which al-Ashraf removed Āmidī from his post.32 However,

Stephen Humphreys reads this as only a pretext: he favours the interpretation of Sibt Ibn al-

Jawzī, who marks it up to Ashraf’s loathing of the rationalist disciplines and the scholastics

who taught them.33 This cause is supported by Ibn Khallikān, who likewise attributes his

removal to al-Ashraf’s abhorrence of anything outside the strictest traditionalism:

And when [al-Muʿaẓẓam’s] brother al-Ashraf Mūsā ascended the throne, he re-

moved [Āmidī] from his chair, and proclaimed in the colleges: “Whoever makes

mention of anything other than exegesis (tafsīr), prophetic traditions (hadith),

and law (fiqh), or has any recourse to the words of the philosophers, I will ban-

30Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt, 3:294.
31Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt, 3:294; Ibn Taghrībirdī, Nujūm (1929), 6:285; cf. Ibn Taghrībirdī, Nujūm, 6:286, citing

al-Dahahbī who records his death in 632, at the age of eighty, and Ibn Wāṣil, 5:41, who records it in 630.
32Ibn Wāṣil, Mufarrij, 5:41.
33Sibṭ Ibn al-Jawzī, Mirʾāt al-zamān, 457-458.
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ish.”34

The biographies and chronicles do not make explicit if particular charges were brought

against Āmidī through the machinations of other scholars, or if the action was the child

of al-Ashraf’s own anti-intellectual nature. However, a brief passage in a polemical work

against the logic seems to hold the answer to our question, and ties Āmidī’s fall to one of

al-Ashraf’s favoured scholars, the Shafiʿite traditionist Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ.

The role of Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ’s fatwa against logic

Naqd al-manṭiq is an epistle by the famous 8th century Hanbalite Ibn Taymiyya, in which

he dismisses the utility of logic, both epistemologically and in relation to the Islamic disci-

plines. His style is almost one of a train-of-thought essayist; he switches from analysis of

logical propositions, to narrations of previous scholars who were anti-logic, within a single

section. One of the narrations that he summons to illustrate that many of the great ulema

had taken a staunch stance against logic is a story of Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, in which Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ

denounces Āmidī in the most unflattering, almost violent, of terms:

[O]ne of the famous stories that has reached us is that of Shaykh Abū ʿUmar Ibn

al-Ṣalāḥ ordering that Abū’l-Ḥasan al-Āmidī be dismissed from a well-known

college, saying: “Taking that school back from him is more meritorious than

taking back Akka [from the Crusaders]!” Mind you that, in his day, there was

no-one more expansive in his knowledge of the sciences of speculative theology

and philosophy than [Āmidī], while, at the same time, he was the best of them

in his practice of Islam, and the most exemplary of them in his creed!”35

For Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ to equate Āmidī with the Crusaders, and the harm done to the Mus-

lims by his art to the harm done by the Crusaders’ rule over Muslims in Palestine, was an

insult of high magnitude in that milieu. This was no polite scholarly disagreement; it was a

declaration of war on scholasticism and its most famous representative in Damascus, if not

in the Muslim world of his day. Ibn Taymiyya’s final comment, that Amidi “was the best

34Ibn Qāḍī Shuhbah, Ṭabaqāt, 2:99-101.
35Ibn Taymiyyah, Naqḍ al-manṭiq (1970), 156.
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of them [i.e. the scholastics] in his practice of Islam, and the most exemplary of them in his

creed”, only adds insult to injury: it is an affirmation that the methodology of scholasticism

itself — the use of logic, of philosophical terminology, of speculative research — was itself

a major sin, regardless of the practitioner’s creed or religious practice; the practitioner was

an enemy from whom the generality of Muslims must be defended.

While it is his work in hadith criticism, al-Muqaddima, on which Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ’s influence

and fame largely rests, 36 his many recorded personal legal edicts (fatwa) were also used

and debated by later authorities. It is in one of these opinions, nominally in response to

a query regarding the legitimacy of studying logic, that his uncompromising and severe

stance towards scholasticism and the scholastics is made explicit.37 I have been unable to

determine the date of the fatwa, but it does not seem unreasonable to assume that it was

posed and answered with the deposition of Āmidī in mind, especially considering the chain

of events that led to the denouement of the theologian’s career in Damascus. The tone of

the query itself — in which the question begins innocently enough, but quickly becomes

vindictive — belies such an agenda:

A question regarding one who studies or teaches logic and philosophy: is logic,

in general or in its details, a discipline which the Lawgiver made permissible to

teach and to study? Did the Companions and the Successors and the Imams and

the Independent Jurists (mujtahidīn) and the Pious Predecessors make mention

of it; did they make it permissible to be involved in its study, and did they

tolerate its study, or not? Is it permissible to employ logical terminology in the

establishment of legal rulings, or not? Are the rulings of the Sacred Law in

need of such in order for them to be established, or not? What is the necessary

action regarding he who has clothed himself this discipline, and openly taken to

teaching or studying it? What is the duty of the Sultan of the age regarding such

a person? If a person of philosophy is found in any of the lands, and he is known

to teach it and read it with students and to author works in it; furthermore, if

36An analysis of Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ’s role in redirecting the science of hadith criticism in light of the reduced culture

of oral transmission after the appearance of the great collections of hadith is to be found in Dickinson (2002).
37The fatwas are collected and published in Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, Fatāwā Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ (1406) .
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such a person is a professor in any of the colleges which were founded for the

teaching of knowledge, is it obligatory upon the Sultan of that land to dismiss

him from his position and to spare people his evil?38

Clearly, this was no unbiased outsider asking a scholar of his day for an impartial

treatment. The questions themselves indicate that he was someone with not only a great

stake in the matter, but possibly with an axe to grind, and a political policy that he wanted

to see implemented. The final part of the question, in which the status of the “person of

philosophy” is questioned, and how best to “spare people his evil”, suggests several strong

possibilities regarding the questioner and the object of the fatwa:

Firstly, the questioner might very well have been the ruler, al-Malik al-Ashraf Mūsā,

directly or indirectly seeking a formal legal edict that would give him the support to rid

himself of the scholastics, and Āmidī in particular. Another possibility is that Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ,

in his determination to cleanse the colleges of the influence of Āmidī and other Ashʿarites,

might have concocted and written the request for the fatwa himself. Such a ploy would give

him the space to make a public and formal legal statement regarding the status of scholastic

disciplines and the scholastics themselves in the madrasas, upon which he or others could

then petition al-Ashraf to act.

Secondly, the target of the fatwa seems to be none other than Āmidī, especially in light

of Ibn Taymiyya’s narration, and al-Ashraf’s well known personal contempt for Āmidī.

This conjecture becomes even more convincing upon a close reading of the Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ’s

response.39

The fatwa may be divided neatly into three sections. The first is largely an exercise

in rhetoric, in which Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ launches into an attack on philosophy by contrasting the

darkness and deprivation it produces to the guidance of the miracles of the Prophet and the

religious life. While the questioner did mention philosophy in the opening of the query, the

remainder of the increasingly charged questions were nominally about the study of logic.

Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ already has another fatwa in which he attacks the study of philosophy in gen-

38Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, Fatāwā Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, 209-210.
39For the sake of brevity, what follows is only the analysis of the fatwa; the full translation of the fatwa is to

be found in Appendix A.
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eral, and the works of Ibn Sīnā in particular.40 So why the emotional attack on philosophy

as opposed to logic? The purpose of the long opening gambit is “to poison the well”, as it

were; if philosophy is diametrically opposed to the Prophet and his religion, and logic is

the door to philosophy, then, as Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ states, “that which is a door unto evil is evil

itself”.41 He has placed the reader in a dilemma of choosing between philosophy and logic

on the one hand, and the Prophet and his religion on the other, with no possible middle

ground. As such, he sets the mood for the next two sections of the fatwa: his dismissal of

any need for, or indeed possibility of, the use of logic in religious inquiry and study, and

his calling upon the political authority to cleanse the colleges from the scholastics.

The second part is meant to undermine the efforts of scholastics who justify the study

of logic for its utility in religious inquiry. Using a commonplace frequented by strict tra-

ditionalists of his age and thereafter, Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ invokes the memory of “the pious pre-

decessors” (al-salaf al-ṣāliḥ): those members of the Community, from the Companions to

the eponymous Imams of the madhhabs, whose practice was the purest and most worthy

of emulation. Theirs is the correct understanding; what they did and encouraged is to be

emulated, and anything they did not do, or discouraged, was antithetical to religion, and

was to be avoided. Thus, if these emulated masters of the Community did not declare

logic to be permissible, how could it be so? Furthermore, they — who established the le-

gal methodology, and transmitted its rulings — had no need for logic in their own legal

or theological inquiries and research. Thus, he whose mind has been sharpened by the

study of the sciences of revelation will be like these Imams; he will have no need for the

mirage of rationality that logic and philosophy purvey. All of this, of course, is a frontal at-

tack on the scholastics, whose use of the rational disciplines and terminology in legal and

theological discourse was justified on the grounds that it served the cause of religion. If

Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ could demonstrate that religious inquiry was in no need of these disciplines,

then the community would not be in need of the scholastics, and they could be summarily

dismissed.
40Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, Fatāwā Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, 209.
41Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, Fatāwā Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, 209.
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This final point leads to the fatwa’s conclusion: the duty of the Sultan to rid the Mus-

lims of the scholastics, and their harm. Again, while the discussion has been framed in

terms of philosophy and its handmaiden logic, the attack is not on the philosophers per

se, but on the Sunni adaptors of the rational disciplines, the scholastics. For in nearly the

same breath in which he encourages the Sultan to banish the philosophers, he calls upon

the Sultan to dismiss them from the colleges. Now, it never occurred that a full-fledged

Muslim philosopher of the schools of Farabi or Avicenna was ever to be found in the pro-

fessorial chair of a madrasa; ḥikma was always studied in private homes, possibly alongside

the medical disciplines in the teaching hospitals; but never in the legal or hadith colleges of

Damascus. The “Dār al-Ḥikma” of Baghdad had never found its way into medieval Dam-

ascus. So, if philosophers proper were not to be found in these colleges, then who was it

that the Sultan was to banish? In light of Ibn Taymiyya’s narration, al-Ashraf’s dislike for

Āmidī, and the fact that the theologian’s dismissal was several years into al-Ashraf’s reign,

one cannot but conclude that the final part of the fatwa is either a direct call by Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ,

or a religious justification requested by the Sultan himself, for al-Ashraf to depose Āmidī.

Thus, by means of this fatwa and the dismissal of Āmidī that apparently followed,

the traditionalists achieved two matters. Firstly, they removed the clearest representa-

tive of Muslim scholasticism in his time, Āmidī, thus momentarily stemming the spread

of scholasticism through the network of colleges by its reproduction at the hand of his own

graduates. Secondly, anyone of the scholars or students who contemplated treading this

path was warned that the study of philosophy and logic, even as a tool for the glory of

religion, would be a cause of both spiritual and worldly ruin: spiritual on the basis of the

proofs provided by Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ in his fatwa, and worldly on the basis of al-Ashraf’s edict:

their stipends would be cut, their chairs pulled from under them, and banishment from

Damascus their lot. The legal basis of the madrasas was the waqf, and — as has already

been discussed above — the madhhabs agreed to the impermissibility of the revenues of

the waqf for any object which conflicts with or undermines religion. Thus, by defining the

rational disciplines as outside the scope of permissible objects of study, and as antithetical

to religion, Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ was able to justify their exclusion from the madrasas, and the ex-

pulsion of the scholastics who espoused them. It was a successful coup, and one for which
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the scholastics would have to provide decisive responses.

The response of the scholastics

The influence of scholars is often gauged by the effect had by their own students. Thus, per-

haps Āmidī’s influence on the debate over scholasticism in Damascus can best be gauged

by a look at one of his most famous protégés, ʿIzz al-Dīn Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām, and an intellec-

tual descendant, Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī. Dubbed “the Sultan of the Ulema”, ʿIzz al-Dīn Abū

Muḥammad ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām al-Sulamī (d.660/1262) was a recognised

master of both the traditional and rational disciplines, and was claimed to have reached the

station of an independent jurist (mujtahid).42 He wrote works in nearly all of the known dis-

ciplines of the day, but applied his scholastic training most famously to legal philosophy,

authoring entitled Qawāʿid al-aḥkām fī maṣāliḥ al-anām, in which he expounds his theory

of public welfare (maṣlaḥah). Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām studied under Āmidī during the latter’s

stay in Egypt. Like his teacher, Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām was a strong proponent of Ashʿārism.

However, while Āmidī seemed to have most affected the development of scholasticism

academically through his works and lectures, Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām was both an academic

writer and an active apologist for Ashʿarism, kalām, and scholasticism in general, and a

fierce critic of the strict traditionalists of his day. Perhaps more tellingly for us, he was

also a bitter opponent of the traditionist Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, who had been opposed to the study

of rational disciplines in the madrasas of Damascus in general, and Āmidī’s role therein

particularly.

There is no doubt, however, that Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām was a staunch defender of his

teacher and the methodology which he personified; al-Subkī narrates several encomiums,

all of which appear to be a vindication of the master and his methodology in the face of the

criticism which he constantly faced. Attesting to the excellence of his pedagogical skills,

and his mastery of fiqh, he says, “I have never heard anyone lecture as excellently as he; it is

as if he was directly addressing the individual listener (kaʾannahu yukhāṭib). If he changed

a word from the Wasīṭ, his change was closer to the meaning intended than even that of the

author himself.” In another statement, he praises Āmidī’s methodology in research and

42al-Yūnīnī, Dhayl (1374), 1:505-506; al-Dhahabī, al-ʿIbar (1386), 260.
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analytical skills: “We did not learn the precepts of inquiry (qawāʿid al-baḥth) except from

Sayf al-Dīn al-Āmidī.” And, in what seems to be a final vindication of the embattled teacher

and his interest in the rational disciplines, Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām says, “If the religion of Islam

was afflicted with a heretic who was spreading doubt, there would be none better suited

to engage him in disputation than al-Āmidī, due to the perfection of his qualifications.”43

These comments must be read within the context of the conflict between the tradition-

alists and the scholastics. Āmidī was an early casualty, and his removal from his college

chair at the end of his life in Damascus might have seemed like a reflection of success for

the strict traditionalists at the time. ʿIzz al-Dīn’s comments ring more as a vindication of his

teacher, than as a student’s fawning praise, especially in the context of his own acrimonious

dispute with Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ. While the biographical sources do not mention the problems be-

tween Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ and Āmidī as a factor, the quotations above do seem to indicate that

the matter may have predisposed Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām to taking a particularly harsh stance

against the famous traditionist in the context of the relatively minor juristic matter over

which they were ostensibly sparring.44

Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām was the teacher of many famous scholastics in Egypt and Syria,

including ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn al-Bājī (d. 714), described as the greatest Ashʿarite of his age45,

who, in turn, was the teacher of the chief qadi of Damascus, Taqī al-Dīn ʿAlī b. ʿAbd al-Kāfī

al-Subkī (d. 756/1355) in scholastic theology, jurisprudence, and the rest of the scholastic

disciplines.46 Subkī is one of the most remarkable examples of the catholic spirit developing

in Shafiʿism, and indeed Sunnism altogether, at the time, joining between traditionalism,

scholasticism, and sufism.47 Taqī al-Dīn moved to Damascus in 739 at the request of the

43al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 8:207.
44See al-Yāfiʿī, Mirʾāt al-jinān (1337), 155-6; and al-Sulamī, Dhamm ṣalāt al-raghāʾib (2001) , especially pages

62 and 69, where Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām makes some particularly acerbic comments about Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ.
45al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 5:80 and 10:339-341.
46Subkī also studied logic and khilāf -law under the Hanafi Sayf al-Dīn ʿĪsā b. Dāwūd al-Baghdādī (d. 705),

in Cairo. See Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalāni, Durar (n.d.), 3:203-4.
47Subkī was a companion of the famous Malikite sufi, Tāj al-Dīn Ibn ʿAṭāʾillah al-Iskandarī, the second

shaykh of the Shadhilī order after its eponym, Abū’l-Ḥasan al-Shādhilī. See al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 10:146.
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Mamluk sultan, al-Nāṣir Ibn Qalāwūn.48 It had only been eleven years since the death of

Ibn Taymiyya, who had formed a nucleus of strictly traditionally-minded students from

across all four madhhabs, and notably from the Shafiʿites. As a result, the division in the

Damascene branch of the Shafiʿite madhhab was still stiff, and the Hanbalite’s literalist

and strictly traditionalist spirit lived beyond him in these students. Nonetheless, many

of these same Shafiʿites then took up their studies under Subkī, due to his authority in

hadith, a development which might have led to a relative softening of their anti-Ashʿarism

in relation to Ibn Taymiyya’s unrelenting stance.

Since Taqī al-Dīn’s scholastic lineage traces through his immediate teachers to Ibn

ʿAbd al-Salām to Āmidī, it should not surprise us to find him issuing his own fatwa on the

study of logic,49 countering the traditionalist position of Āmidī’s antagonist, Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ.

Taqī al-Dīn’s fatwa stands in stark contrast to his predecessor. He begins by affirming the

ascendancy of the traditional Muslim disciplines, and the need to become firm therein be-

fore entering upon the purely rational. He then continues on to chastise whoever would

make logic impermissible, in the strongest of terms: “As for he who says that the study of

logic is an act of disbelief, or forbidden: he is ignorant, and knows nothing about disbelief

or the forbidden or the permissible”.50 He places logic amongst other purely mental util-

itarian disciplines and arts which, in and of themselves, can be used for good or for evil.

“[Logic] is like a sword: one person may carry it in order to do battle for the sake of God,

while another may use it for highway robbery”.51

In order to stave off Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ’s “slippery slope” argument that logic is the minor

evil that invariably leads to the greater evil of philosophy, Subkī admits that students of

logic may fall into conceit and pride, and that it may be the door onto the study of the meta-

physics of the philosophers which are full of contraventions against revelation. However,

even here, there is no evidence of the xenophobia that plagues some of the writings of Dha-

48al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 10:168.
49See Appendix B for a full translation of the fatwa.
50al-Subkī, Fatāwā (2004), 2:633.
51al-Subkī, Fatāwā, 2:633.
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habī.52 Like Ghazālī before him,53 he affirms that even in Hellenistic philosophy (falsafa),

a distinction should be made between natural philosophy, “in which no errors are to be

found”, and metaphysics, “in which most of the opinions of the philosophers are full of

errors that contravene the tenets of Islam and Sacred Law (al-Sharīʿah)”.54 Thus, he objects

only to the specific metaphysical conclusions of philosophy which contravenes revelation;

his comments indicate that the rest of philosophy, and definitely the scholastic methodo-

logy of those of sound religion and mind who employ logic and scholastic enquiry, are not

to be censured.

The boldest statement, however, is Taqī al-Dīn’s making permissible the study of logic

with anyone — religious or non, Muslim or non — so long as the student is clear as to the

belief system of the teacher, and is self-confident enough in his own faith to not be affected

thereby. It is as if Taqī al-Dīn is vindicating Āmidī and other earlier scholastics who had

been chastised, chased out of their hometowns, and persecuted over their having studied

with Muslim, Christian and Jewish philosophers.

Then, if his feet have become firm therein, and he knows himself to be of sound

mind, such that sophistry will not make him doubt clear proofs, and if he finds

a teacher who is religious, of good counsel and sound belief; or a teacher who

is otherwise, but the student knows better than to accept the teacher’s positions

in matters of faith; in such a case, it is permissible for him to study logic, which

he will benefit from, and which will be an aid to him in his study of the Islamic

and other disciplines.55

The last sentence, in particular, is an affirmation of scholasticism: in the eys of Taqī

al-Dīn, Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām before him, and his son Tāj al-Dīn after him — all masters of

both the rational and the transmitted sciences — rationalism can and must be used in the

explanation and defence of religion. The importance of this fatwa lies in the authority of its

issuer: amongst later Shafiʿites, Taqī al-Dīn’s legal writings — his fatwas, rebuttals of Ibn

52See p. 29
53See al-Ghazālī, Faith and practice (1994), 35-39.
54al-Subkī, Fatāwā, 2:633.
55al-Subkī, Fatāwā, 2:633.
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Taymiyya,56 and especially his enduring commentary upon Nawawī’s Minhāj — became

the staple of Shafiʿite legal higher education. It would be very difficult for a Shafiʿite to cite

Subkī’s position from his magnum opus commentary on the one hand, and to ignore the

very scholastic methodology, and Subkī’s fatwas on the particular scholastic disciplines,

which had produced it.

Thus, in ʿIzz al-Dīn Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām and his intellectual descendant Taqī al-Dīn al-

Subkī, we find a strong rebound of scholasticism, and witness the catholic effect it had

on the tone and nature of learning in Damascus. Not even the traditionalists could deny

the breadth of learning of either; Dhahabī himself lauds both simultaneously, opining to

Subkī’s son Tāj al-Dīn: “No-one has ascended the Friday pulpit (of the Umayyad Congre-

gational Mosque) after Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām greater than [Taqī al-Dīn].”57

Shafiʿite Hanbalism vs Shafiʿite Scholasticism: Dhahabī and Subkī

Nonetheless, the sands had not yet settled. Shafiʿite interaction with the Hanbalites of

Damascus had reinforced the traditionalist impulse extant in Damascene Shafiʿism. Dam-

ascus had long had its own small Hanbalite community, but it was upon the immigration of

the Qudāma clan from the Palestinian village of Jammāʿil that an independent Hanbalite

presence became strongly felt in the city. Fleeing from the oppression of their Frankish

rulers in Palestine, Shaykh Umar ibn Qudāma al-Maqdisī and nearly 150 members of his

village, nearly all of whom were related by blood or marriage, emigrated to Damascus, and

then established the suburb of al-Ṣāliḥiyya at the foot of mount Qāsyūn approximately two

years later in 554/1158-9.58 Perhaps the Maqdisīs best exemplify the type of non-Ashʿarite

orthodoxy that was most prevalent in Damascus during this period, what Stefan Leder

has called “charismatic scripturalism”: a strict traditionalist orientation in learning and

theology, joined with charismatic popular religious leadership and sufi practice of the tra-

56Subkī authored two rebuttals against Ibn Taymiyya’s positions on divorce and visitation of the Prophet’s

tomb. Ibn Taymiyya was said to have opined that the only successful refutation of his own positions was that

of Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī. See al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 10:194-195.
57al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 10:169.
58Talmon-Heller and Kedar (2005); and Talmon-Heller (1994).
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ditionalist Hanbalite sort. Their traditionalism manifested itself upon arrival to Damascus

in their high standards of scholarship, most famously in hadith studies.59 They were so

well-respected, that the grandson of the famous Ibn al-Jawzī, the historian and preacher

Sibṭ Ibn al-Jawzī, decided to reside amongst them, desiring to benefit from their knowl-

edge and spiritual state, despite he himself having converted to Hanafism.

Part of their appeal was their lack of polemic against the established leadership of

Damascus, both in politics and scholarship.60 This permitted a generally magnanimous

relationship between this Hanbalite community and the scholars of the other madhhabs,

amongst both the strict traditionalists as well as the Ashʿarites. As a result, the mood in

Damascus was generally one of tolerance; mob violence of the sort known in Baghdad was

unknown.61 It was not unheard of for the Maqdisīs and the Damascene ulema to send their

children and students to one another for higher studies in their respective specialties.62 It

is difficult to find any scholar of hadith in the 13th and 14th centuries, traditionalist or

scholastic, who hadn’t studied with one of the Maqdisīs, or whose chain of transmission

did not pass through them. The Maqdisīs, of course, were not partial to kalām of any variety,

let alone of Ashʿārism; and despite their general lack of public polemic, their intellectual

59Leder (1997). Ibn Qudāma al-Maqdisi, the author of al-Mughnī, ʿAbd al-Ghanī b. ʿAbd al-Wāḥid al-

Maqdisī, author of al-Kamāl in hadith-narrator criticism (which became the basis of several famous recensions

and abridgements), and the prolific traditionist Ḍiyā al-Dīn b. ʿAbd al-Wāḥid al-Maqdisī, were scions of the

clan, all of whom produced their famous works within the first century of the establishment of al-Ṣāliḥiyya by

the Maqdisīs.
60Sibṭ Ibn al-Jawzī, Mirʾāt al-zamān, 551.
61The propensity of commoner Hanbalites towards violence, however, had not been forgotten in the collec-

tive memory of the Ashʿarites: Fakhr al-Dīn Ibn ʿAsākir used not to walk through the Hanbalite quarters of

Damascus, as the Hanbalites knew him and his family to be prominent Ashʿarites, “in order that they not fall

into sin by attacking him.” al-Nuʿaymī, Dāris, 85.
62See Talmon-Heller (1994), 108ff, citing Ḍiyāʾ al-Dīn’s Aḥwāl al-Imām Ibn Qudāma al-Maqdisī, where the

brothers Muwaffaq al-Dīn and Abū ʿUmar are related to have studied khilāf with the Shafiʿite judge Ibn ʿ Aṣrūn,

but stopping when they are then accused of becoming Ashʿarites under his influence. The tolerable tension,

however, did sometimes slip into more uncordial moments: the aforementioned scholar of hadith criticism,

ʿAbd al-Ghanī b. ʿAbd al-Wāḥid found trouble in many of the lands to which he travelled in search of hadith

due to his criticisms of others in the discipline of hadith; he was forced to flee from Iṣfahān, to leave Mosul,

and was finally formally expelled from Damascus, dying in Cairo. Leder (1997), 298.
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stance deeply influenced and gave strength to local traditionalism.

This culture also permitted more radical Hanbalites like Taqī al-Dīn Ibn Taymiyya to

find an ear amongst traditionalists of all the madhhabs, and particularly to reinforce the

traditionalist streak in Shafiʿism. Famous Shafiʿite traditionists such as Jamāl al-Dīn al-

Mizzī, Shams al-Dīn al-Dhahabī, and ʿAlam al-Dīn al-Birzālī were all companions of the Ibn

Taymiyya;63 however, the three had also been acquaintances and friends of Taqī al-Dīn,64

a possible factor in the absence of the sheer acerbity famous in Ibn Taymiyya’s critiques of

his opponents.65

Thus, the debate was finally coming to a head: the split-personality of Shafiʿism could

not continue on both attacking and defending scholasticism simultaneously; Shafiʿites could

not read the textbooks and fatwas of such authoritative jurists as Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām and

Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī on the one hand, and the epistles of Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ and other traditional-

ists on the other, and then remain comfortably on the fence. Thus, both sides of the divide

took what could be seen as final pleas to the greater Shafiʿite community, both that of

Damascus of their day, and that of the generations of Shafiʿites to come. The Hanbalite-

inspired, traditionalist Shafiʿism found its most prolific and authoritative proponent in a

Shafiʿite member of Ibn Taymiyya’s inner circle, Shams al-Dīn al-Dhahabī.

Dhahabī’s Bayān zaghal al-ʿilm wa’l-ṭalab

“Know that, in every party of scholars of this ummah, you will find matters which are

blameworthy and disgraceful. These matters you must avoid.”66 Thus does Shams al-

Dīn al-Dhahabī (d. 739/1339), the famed 14th-century historian and scholar of Damascus,

begin his curious epistle entitled “An exposition of the counterfeit nature of knowledge

and its pursuit” (Bayān zaghal al-ʿilm wa’l-ṭalab). In many ways, the short work is a summa

of the spirit of Dhahabī’s voluminous works: it captures his highly ethical impulse that

runs throughout them on the one hand, and their anti-scholastic bent on the other.

63al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 10:400.
64al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 10:169.
65Rosenthal (1960).
66al-Dhahabī, Zaghal (1347), 4.
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The epistle can conveniently be divided into three major sections. In the first, he deals

with the traditional Muslim sciences: Qur’an recitation, hadith, madhhab-law, grammar,

lexicology, exegesis, and jurisprudence (uṣūl al-fiqh). The second section includes the ratio-

nal disciplines: scholastic theology (uṣūl al-dīn), logic, and Muslim philosophy (ḥikma). The

final third may be considered the practical arts or vocations by which their practitioners —

often religious scholars unable to get a professional teaching or judicial position — made

their living: inheritance law (farāʾiḍ), secretarial composition (inshāʾ), poetry, accounting

(ḥisāb), legal formularies (shurūṭ), and preaching (waʿẓ).

Unlike other surveys of the disciplines, which ordinarily define each science and enu-

merate its key terminology, Dhahabī’s goal is pronouncedly different: in each discipline, he

lists the faults that colour its practitioners, and chastises each group of scholars for deficien-

cies and unethical behaviour dominant in their discipline during his day. Thus, he immedi-

ately launches into an attack on reciters of Qurʾan whose only concern is affected recitation

of the Holy Book; hadith scholars who have no understanding of what they narrate; Ma-

likite judges quick to pronounce death sentences; Hanafite jurists whose only concern is

legal devices; and Shafiʿites whose legal studies are only a means to acquiring positions of

status in courts and colleges.67 Interestingly, and quite significantly, the Hanbalites are the

only group in the entire work that come through unscathed; in fact, Dhahabī makes a point

to declare them innocent of the anthropomorphism with which they are usually charged.

Though a Shafiʿite, Dhahabī’s tendencies to Hanbalite theological positions underlies this

singular moment of charity in this epistle, and underlies his relations with the dominant

Shafiʿite-Ashʿarite culture of Damascus.

Despite all this, Dhahabī’s particular object of scorn is scholasticism: the rational disci-

plines, and the effect they have had on the religious sciences. The use of logic, philosophical

terminology, and scholastic methodology in the religious disciplines is the capital offence.

“Rare today are those whose concern is Qurʾanic exegesis,” he bemoans. “Rather, school

instructors today read the exegesis of al-Fakhr al-Rāzī, a work full of problems and matters

which induce doubts; it should not be taught, for it leads to confusion, inflicts maladies,

and ruins him who reads it, all without quenching one’s thirst. We ask God Most High for

67al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 6-18.
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well-being!”68

Thus, Dhahabī spares no words in his criticism of religious disciplines which have

been infected by the bug of rationalism, but takes special aim at scholastic theology (uṣūl al-

dīn). Following along with previous caustic comments regarding the latter-day theologians

whose reliance is on all things speculative and scholastic, he distinguishes between the true

theology of the Pious Predecessors (salaf ), and that of the latter-day scholars (khalaf ). His

distinction is clear: the former’s theology consisted of simple acceptance of scriptural arti-

cles of faith and creed, while the latter built their theology on reason and logic, an activity

whose practitioner the Predecessors used to chastise and declare a blameworthy innovator

(mubtadiʿ).69 The proclaimed intentions of the scholastics were irrelevant to Dhahabī: the

very application of reason and logic to matters of creed was the first slippery step to full

blown speculative theology.

His stated concern was the theological sectarianism that results from speculative dis-

putes. “Such debates cause illnesses of the spirit; he who doesn’t believe me need only try

for himself. For between the scholastic theologians is raised the sword; this scholar excom-

municates that one, and that one claims the other is misguided.”70 However, it is what

follows that is, from many angles, one of the most interesting passages in the work. In it,

he raises the spectre of his mentor, Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328); however, he does so not

by citing him as an authority against logic or Ashʿarite theology, but by using him as an

existential argument against the study of the scholastic disciplines. He argues that the un-

doing of Ibn Taymiyya was due to his entering into the arena of theological and scholastic

debate:

For even if you excelled in scholastic theology and its corollaries of logic, theo-

logical philosophy (ḥikma), Hellenistic philosophy (falsafa), the opinions of the

Ancients, and the intricacies of reason (maḥārāt al-ʿuqūl); even if you did this

while holding fast to the Holy Book, the Sunna, and the principles of the Pre-

decessor; even if you were able to join between the rational (al-ʿaql) and the

68al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 19-20.
69al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 22.
70al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 23.
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transmitted tradition (al-naql); even if you did all this, I do not think you would

ever arrive at the station of Ibn Taymiyya in these fields, nor by God would you

come even close. And despite this, you yourself have seen what happened to

him! He was targeted, banished, dubbed misguided, called an apostate, and

branded a liar, in right and in wrong. But, before he entered into this craft, he

was enlightened and radiant, with a countenance like that of the Predecessors.

But afterward? To one group of people, he became dark, eclipsed, and over-

cast; to his enemies, he was an impostor, a sordid liar, an unbeliever; to the

intelligent and fair, he was virtuous, scholarly, and skilful, but a blameworthy

innovatory (mubtadiʿ) nonetheless; while to the general commoners who were

his companions, he was the flag-bearer of Islam, the protector of the territory of

religion, and the reviver of the Sunna.71

This passage is simultaneously evidence of Dhahabī’s later opinion of his mentor, as well as

an explicit statement as to what Dhahabī perceived as the effective cause of Ibn Taymiyya’s

downfall: his dabbling in theological argumentation with the tools of scholasticism. It

echoes the advice which Dhahabī purportedly directed to his teacher towards the end of the

latter’s life: “By God, we have become the laughing stock of creation! How long will you

dig up intricate philosophical blasphemies for us to refute with our brains?”72 The moral of

story is clear: even in the best of hands, the sword of scholastic theological dispute — to use

the metaphor of both Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī and Dhahabī — may cut both the attacker and

the defendant. If the unequalled mind of Ibn Taymiyya himself was unable to control the

scholastic impulse towards speculative argumentation, then it should suffice as a lesson as

to the foolishness of all who would fancy themselves capable of brandishing it in service

of religion.

Dhahabi’s taxonomy consistently distinguishes between religious and non-religious

71al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 23-24. Incidentally, the tone of the passage, and the way in which Dhahabī refers to

his teacher’s experiences in the past, indicates that the Bayān zaghal al-ʿilm wa’l-ṭalab was written in the eleven

year interval between Ibn Taymiyya’s death in 728/1328, and that of the author in 739/1339.
72al-Dhahabī, al-Naṣīḥa al-dhahabiyya li Ibn Taymiyya, in al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 33; translation of Little (1975),

101.
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disciplines, and — for the non-religious disciplines — points out their non-Muslim cultural

origin. “Logic is a discipline whose benefit is sparse, and its harm heavy. It is not from the

sciences of Islam”;73 “the art of composition (inshāʾ) is an art of the children of this world,

and has absolutely nothing to do with the knowledge of the next life”;74 “accounting, trea-

sury and its likes are of the sciences of the Copts and Persians, and are not one of sciences of

Islam”;75 “the art of legal formularies (shurūṭ)76 is an acceptable and religiously-sanctioned

branch of knowledge”.77 There is an almost xenophobic tone running throughout, in which

the disciplines of the Greeks, the Copts, and the Persians are looked down upon, even if

the utilitarian of them are grudgingly accepted as being neutral owing to their utility.

From this perspective, the disciplines are of three types: the religious disciplines, all

of which are intrinsically meritorious; non-religious disciplines which are of utility to the

Muslims; non-religious disciplines which are of no utility, and are in fact poisonous to the

religious well being of the student. The criterion is strictly traditionalist: any discipline

based on scripture and was studied by the Pious Predecessors is a discipline of Islam. Ev-

erything else is to be assessed by its worldly utility to the well-being of people: arithmetic,

composition, and chancery are religiously neutral, but acceptable if studied and practiced

by an ethical person, while purely intellectual disciplines that are not devolved from scrip-

ture — particularly those whose origins are of a different culture, whether Greek, Coptic,

or Persian — are to be shunned. The implication of Dhahabī’s explicit mention of cultural

origin is that these disciplines implicitly carry the ethos and positive conclusions of those

cultures’ theological systems.

The role of intention in determining the merit of a discipline, art or vocation in Dha-

habī’s thought is correlated to the preceding discussion of utility. While unethical applica-

tion of any discipline — religious or secular — will result in an evil end, a positive intention

in the study of non-religious disciplines does not necessarily entail reward for Dhahabī. In

73al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 24.
74al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 27
75al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 28.
76See Hallaq (1997); and T. aḥāwī and Wakin (1972).
77al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 29.
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what he views as purely utilitarian secular vocations, such as accounting, an intention to

ethically serve the public welfare results in reward. “But he who fears God therein, and

only works for those judges who are just, and strives to dutifully serve the orphans, char-

ity, and the property of endowments and colleges, and to fulfil the trusts with which he

was entrusted, and was mindful of God throughout: such a person is to be praised, and

will be rewarded for his intentions.”78

However, he is not as charitable with the rational disciplines that separate the scho-

lastics from the strict traditionalists. Of course, his harshest words are reserved for phi-

losophy proper, whether Hellenistic-derived philosophy (falsafa) or in its later, localised

Muslim form of ḥikma.79 It is in his discussion of logic that he makes clear the lack of a role

that intention plays in justifying the rational disciplines, and their scholastic application in

defence of the tenets of religion:

Logic is a discipline the benefit of which is sparse, while its harm is heavy. It

is not of the sciences of Islam. That which is true of it is latent in pure minds,

but [in logic] is couched in the strangest terms. You should flee that which is

worthless of it, for — even in the case that you are in the right — you and your

disputant will both be sundered and torn; while — in the case that you are in the

wrong — you will render your opponent as such. Logic is nothing more than

empty phrases, and ruinous premises; we beseech Allah for safety therefrom!

If you study it with the intention of showing off rather than arriving at sound

proofs, or for the sake of this ephemeral world instead of the hereafter, you

will have done nothing other than tortured “the animal”80 and wasted your

time. Lose any hope of receiving Divine reward by studying logic, and do not

consider yourself safe from being punished over your time spent in it, unless

you turn in sincere repentance.81

78al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 29.
79al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 25-6.
80A rhetorical reference to the term “animal” (“ḥaywān”) found in elementary logic primers’ example of a

syllogism, “Zayd is a human, all humans are rational animals, therefor Zayd is a rational animal.”
81al-Dhahabī, Zaghal, 24-5.
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Thus, the intention to serve the religion through the study and application of non-

religious intellectual disciplines does not redeem them; scholasticism is damned by the

very nature of its venture, regardless of the desired output, or the creed of its practitioner.

The denial of the role of intention in determining the permissibility and spiritual reward for

such study stands in complete contradiction, of course, to the position taken by scholastics

such as Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī.82

It is easy to see in the foregoing analysis that Dhahabī was continuing in the strict

traditionalist Shafiʿite tradition propogated by Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ a century before. The themes

are similar: the preservation of religion was in no need of these foreign rational disciplines;

the Companions, Imams, and Pious Predecessors never used them, and in fact stood firmly

against their use and inclusion in the Muslim course of study; and he who dabbles therein,

even if outwardly of sound creed, will find himself in ruin by means of their very metho-

dology, even if one rejects the positive theological conclusions of the cultures from which

they were imported. No exception is made for the claims of the Ashʿarites that the metho-

dology of kalām is a tool for the defence of the Sunna. For both Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ and Dhahabī

after him, any inclusion of the rational in the curriculum of the Muslim is nothing but the

trickery of Satan, and an infiltration of that which seeks to undermine the soundness of the

religion.

While the positive theology of the Ashʿarites in particular, and the general methodo-

logy of the scholastics in general, had come under severe fire over the past century at the

hands of Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, Ibn Taymiyya, and Dhahabī, the scholastics were not beaten. Ibn

ʿAbd al-Salām and later Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī, both relied upon authorities in the madhhab,

had staunchly defended the scholastic tradition in Shafiʿism. Furthermore, the persecu-

tion of Ibn Taymiyya over theological and legal positions that he took against the majority

of scholars, both scholastic and traditionalist, provided the scholastics with the space and

justification needed to reframe the discourse, and to take a renewed stand against the tra-

ditionalism that had asserted itself in Damascus. Dhahabī’s effect was largely achieved

through his multi-voluminous works in history and biographies that he authored; the

Shafiʿite scholastics would need someone equally prolix to counter the traditionalist read-

82See p. 22.
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ing of the Shafiʿite madhhab and its history. It was to this task that Taqī al-Dīn’s son and

Dhahabī’s own student, Tāj al-Dīn al-Subkī, set to achieve.

Tāj al-Dīn al-Subkī and the appropriation of rationalism and traditionalism

That Tāj al-Dīn al-Subkī was the most prominent and determined propagandist of Ashʿarism

amongst the latter-day Shafiʿites. As George Makdisi elucidated, Subkī’s three biographi-

cal dictionaries, and particularly the Ṭabaqāt al-shāfiʿiyya al-kubrā, have three purposes, be-

yond their purported roles as historical registers: to defend kalām and Ashʿarism as legit-

imate orthodoxy; to appeal to the Shafiʿites to fully accept Ashʿarism; and to re-read the

history of the Shafiʿite madhhab in a light flattering to its Ashʿarite members.83

But while kalām and Ashʿarism were Subkī’s primary concerns in his Ṭabaqāt, he was

not blind to the broader implications of the inclusion or exclusion of the scholastic method

and the rational disciplines from the Sunni curriculum. “(U)ppermost in Subkī’s mind is

the creation of a new image of the Shāfiʿite school of law; a school composed of tradition-

alists and rationalists, a broad-minded school, inclusive of all the religious sciences, espe-

cially kalām, leader among the orthodox schools of law. . . ”84 In fact, it may be said that the

non-historical works of Tāj al-Dīn al-Subkī are some of the finest examples of the scholastic

impulse in 8th-century Damascus: his works in uṣūl al-fiqh, Jamʿ al-jawāmiʿ and Rafʿ al-ḥājib

ʿan mukhtaṣar Ibn al-Ḥājib, are hallmark works in the development of scholastic jurispru-

dence, commonly referred to as al-uṣūl ʿala ṭarīqat al-mutakallimīn (literally, “jurisprudence

according to the methodology of the dialectical theologians”), or scholastic jurisprudence.

While the works of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī and Sayf al-Dīn al-Āmidī were considered the

groundbreaking works of the genre, it was Subkī’s textbook Jamʿ al-jawāmiʿ in particular

that popularised the scholastic method in jurisprudence, even beyond his own madhhab.

In order to realise his vision, he had to appropriate both the rational and the tradi-

tional for the scholastics from the two extremes: the rational disciplines from the falāsifa,

the ḥukamāʾ, and the mutakallimūn; and the sciences of hadith from the traditionalists. The

first objective is laid out most clearly in his Muʿīd al-niʾam, and the latter both in the Muʿīd

83Makdisi (1962), 60.
84Makdisi (1962), 60.
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and in one of the first biographies of Ṭabaqāt al-shāfiʿiyya al-kubrā,85 during an excursus on

the principles of narrator criticism, and the stipulations of historiography.86

Muʿīd al-niʿam wa mubīd al-niqam (The restorer of favours and the restrainer of chastise-

ments)87 is a literary theological work, the stated purpose of which is to determine the

factors that lead to spiritual felicity or tribulation for the each of the professions, trades,

offices, arts or sciences known in his day. Aside from its theological content, it is an inter-

esting historical reflection of many of the practices, customs and attitudes of the author’s

day, and the response of a theologian of his stature to them.88 The fourty-sixth section deals

with the scholars of the various disciplines (al-ʿulamāʾ).89 After encouraging the generality

of the ulema towards a religious life focused on the hereafter and the fuqahāʾ to leave off

internecine battles in favour of calling people to God under a united Sunnī front,90 he pro-

ceeds to take to task that party of scholars who took up the way of Abū al-Naṣr al-Farābī

and Abū ʿAlī Ibn Sīnā in philosophy. In contrast with their general appellation “ḥukamā”

(the sages), he indignantly retorts, “They are more deserving to be called ‘the ignorant im-

beciles”’.91 He bemoans the tendency of people chasing after their “wisdom”, while they

are bereft of the slightest knowledge of the Qur’an or the traditions of the Prophet. Not only

are they not scholars, but Subkī charges them with intentionally working to deconstruct the

very bases of religion from within.

The tone and attitude is familiar; the passage could easily have been taken out of Dha-

habī’s Bayān zaghal al-ʿilm, or any traditionalist tract against philosophy. But this is in re-

gards to the positive philosophical and metaphysical conclusions of philosophy that stand

in conflict with revelation. What of their propaedeutic arts and disciplines? What of scho-

lastic methodology? This is where Subkī breaks ranks with the traditionalists. After deny-

ing the philosophers entry to the ranks of scholars, he appropriates their propaedeutic tools

85In the third biography of the book, that of Aḥmad b. Ṣāliḥ al-Miṣrī. See al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 6-8, 25.
86al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt , “Qāʿida fī’l-jarḥ wa’l-taʿdīl”, 9-22; and “Qāʿida fī’l-muʾarrikhīn”, 22-25.
87al-Subkī, Muʿīd an-niʿam (1908) .
88Schacht and Bosworth (1997).
89al-Subkī, Muʿīd an-niʿam, 94-144.
90al-Subkī, Muʿīd an-niʿam, 106-110.
91al-Subkī, Muʿīd an-niʿam, 110.
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and methodology. Not only does he justify logic,92 but provides a conditional acceptance

of the study of philosophy itself, similar to the conditional acceptance of logic made by his

father’s fatwa. Namely, the study of philosophy is forbidden to all save those whose feet

have become firm in Islamic creed, have memorised the book of God and a large number

of traditions, and who is of the rank of mufti in matters of law; if such a qualified person

further knows himself to be of strong mind and unlikely to be swayed by the sophistry

of the philosopher’s positive conclusions, for him the study of philosophy is permitted,

and will in fact be rewarded therefor.93 However, even then there remains a condition:

he is not to admix the words of the philosophers with the words of the theologians (al-

mutakallimūn); not because it is intrinsically wrong to do so, but because “it has lead to the

anthropomorphists (al-mushabbiha) and other rabble of the latter-day scholars from amongst

our companions” (emphasis mine), i.e. the Shafiʿites. The idea is that doing so will lead to

comparisons between well-intentioned Sunni mutakallimūn and the likes of Naṣīr al-Dīn

al-Ṭūṣī.

As for Ghazālī and Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, in whose works such an admixture of the-

ological and philosophical may be found, and both of whom he considered the “Renew-

ers” (mujaddid) of their respective millennia, his defence of them rests on their authority

and stature, and warns those Shafiʿite readers not to pay heed to any criticisms or doubts

raised: “it was their right and duty to grant aid to the believers, and to grant support and

reinforcement to this religion, by repelling the proofs of those who negate religion. He

who arrives at their station is not to be censured for studying the works of philosophy, but

rather will be rewarded for his efforts”.94

Thus, while Tāj  al-Dīn’s attack on falsafa is as fierce as any mustered by Dhahabī,

his goal is to negate its positive conclusions which conflict with Sunni tenets, but not its

methodological utility for those qualified. The first part in particular may be read as an

92He merely refers the reader to the introduction of his commentary on the summa of Ibn al-Ḥājib. See al-

Subkī, Rafʿ al-ḥājib (1419), 1:278.
93al-Subkī, Muʿīd an-niʿam, 111-112.
94al-Subkī, Muʿīd an-niʿam, 111-112. A discussion of the development of kalām within Shafiʿite Sunni circles

from the time of Ghazālī to that of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, and the latter’s development of merging philosophy

and kalām as mentioned here by Subkī, is in Shihadeh (2005).
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attempt to pacify the traditionalists’ fear that kalām and the other scholastic disciplines are

merely a front, or at best the first slippery step, to philosophy, and to show that to posi-

tive conclusions of philosophy are not the object of kalām. He emphasises the supremacy

and conditionality of the religious life and disciplines. Thus, his goal is to claim for the

scholastics and the Ashʿarites the role and place of true knowledge of both the rational

and traditional; by denying the philosophers entry into the circle of true scholars, he has

left the scholastics of the Shafiʿites and other madhhabs as the acceptable authorities of

rationalism.

Identical is his mission on the other end of the spectrum: to appropriate traditionalism

from the strict traditionalists of the Shafiʿites, and to render it in the court of the Shafiʿite

scholastics. Makdisi has clearly shown that Subkī’s biographical dictionaries were to be

read as revisionist Shafiʿite history, as attempts to identiy Shafiʿism with Ashʿarism when-

ever a biography presents the opportunity, or to explain away (or silently pass over) those

in which the object of the biography was a strict traditionalist. He wanted to cleave between

the Hanbalites and the Shafiʿites, to reverse the trend of the previous fifty years under the

influence of Ibn Taymiyya and the more vocal of the Maqdisīs.

The person whom Subkī sees as most representative of this form of traditionalism

amongst the Shafiʿites is his own teacher, Shams al-Dīn al-Dhahabī; “traditionalism incar-

nate” in Makdisī’s term.95 Due to his own intimate relationship and knowledge of Dhahabi,

and because of the teacher’s undisputed high ranking as a traditionist, Subkī showcases

Dhahabī as a prime example of what is problematic with strict traditionalist Shafiʿism: de-

spite his piety and being “the master of his age in memorisation”, his bigotry led him to

denounce “the leaders of Islam (aʾimmat al-islām) from the Ashʿarites”. Thus, for exam-

ple, Subkī wonders in amazement at Dhahabī’s inclusion of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī and Sayf

al-Dīn al-Āmidī in his work Mīzān, a book on grading hadith narrators, as weak narrators,

despite their not being famous for their narrations, and nobody ever having criticised them

therefore; it is only Dhahabī’s bigotry, he states, that caused him to criticise them as such.96

On the other hand, Dhahabī was fanatical in his support of the anthropomorphists, “so

95Makdisi (1962), 70.
96al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 2:14.
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much so that it would cause one to have doubts about him.”97

The goal, thus, is to negate Dhahabī’s authority in this matter, in order to undermine

the effect that his influential historical works might have on succeeding generations of

Shafiʿites. To do so, al-Subkī has recourse to a principle of the hadith scholars themselves:

the criticism of one celebrated scholar against his contemporary may not be accepted as

valid criticism. Citing numerous examples — Abū Ḥanīfa vs. Sufyān al-Thawrī, Aḥmad b.

Ṣāliḥ vs. al-Nasāʾī, Mālik vs. Ibn Abī Dhiʾb, Aḥmad Ibn Ḥanbal vs. al-Ḥārith al-Muḥāsibī

— he mentions the dispute between Ibn ʿAbd al-Salām and Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ.98 This last case

was, in effect, his trump card: there was hardly a traditionalist Shafiʿite who had studied in

Damascus in the previous century, save that he had directly studied under both, or under

a number of their many students. Dhahabī himself, for example, pays great praise to Ibn

ʿAbd al-Salām, despite the latter’s known positions regarding the scholastic disciplines,

and Ashʿarite kalām in particular. Thus, by citing the traditionists’ own dictum that schol-

ars’ criticism of one another is to be ignored, especially when stemming from academic

disagreements in matters of theology, he is attempting to limit the effect of Dhahabī’s crit-

icisms against the Ashʿarites.99

He further attempts to undermine Dhahabī’s pronouncements against the scholastic

disciplines by portraying him as someone untrained in the rational disciplines, and thus

disqualified from commenting upon the scholastics who make use of them. As is his wont,

he draws upon the authority of his father, who had formulated a list of stipulations for

the practice of historiography. One of the conditions mentioned is that the historian must

be familiar with the terminology of the various disciplines, and the connotations of these

terms, so not as to misjudge what might be intended, particularly in matters of scholastic

or speculative theology. Dhahabī had described his colleague, the traditionist Jamāl al-Dīn

al-Mizzī, as being knowledgeable in rational matters, to which Subkī takes great offence,

97al-Subkī, Muʿīd an-niʿam, 123.
98al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 2:278.
99al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 2:12-14. It is interesting to note that Subkī himself was not infrequently chastised for his

disrespectful treatment of his teacher, and for committing the same evil of sectarian partisanship against which

he railed. See Rosenthal (1968), 347-348, translated from Shams al-Dīn al-Sakhāwī, al-Iʿlān bi’l-tawbīkh li man

dhamma al-tārīkh.
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and proof of that Dhahabī is not to be trusted in such pronouncements: “. . . neither Mizzī

nor Dhahabī had the slightest comprehension of the rational disciplines! It is for this that

the fatwa I give is that it is not permissible to rely upon the words of our Shaykh, Dhahabī,

in his disparaging of the Ashʿarites, nor in his praise of the Hanbalites. And succour is

through God alone.”100

Thus, Subkī’s agenda to undermine the credibility of Dhahabī’s criticisms of Ashʿarites

relied on three tactics: firstly, by highlighting Dhahabī’s consistent “bigotry” against the

Ashʿarites; secondly, by citing the dictum of the traditionists that the criticism of one scholar

against another in his own day is to be ignored, particularly when the underlying grudge

returns to differences in the details of creed; and lastly, by insinuating that Dhahabī — and

many of his fellow traditionalists of Ibn Taymiyya’s circle — might be excused, and must

be ignored, in their condemnation of all things rational due to their own ignorance of these

disciplines and their terminology.

Conclusion

The focus of Makdisi’s “Ashʿari and Ashʿarites in Islamic religious history (pt. I)” is ex-

plicitly about the struggle over Ashʿarism in Damascus, and as such focuses on kalām as

the flash point in the relations of scholarly communities in Damascus during this period.

Nonetheless, we must not lose sight of the greater picture in which kalām is just one mem-

ber, if the most prominent, of the rational disciplines which were under debate. In the

fatwas and writings studied in this essay, kalām as a discipline figures very little; logic and

scholastic method feature much more prominently as points of contention.

As such, it is paramount that the distinction made in this essay between “scholasti-

cism” and “kalām” not be read as semantical play. In order to fully understand late me-

dieval and pre-modern Muslim intellectual history, and especially the phenomenon of

commentaries and supercommentaries that spread across the Muslim world in the eighth

century and thereafter, it is necessary to see scholasticism as a development separate from,

though related to, the acceptance of Ashʿarism. For example, Makdisi’s analysis of Tāj al-

100al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, 2:24-25.
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Dīn al-Subkī’s Ṭabaqāt is undoubtedly insightful and ultimately correct insofar as it treats

Subkī as an apologist for Ashʿarism. However, we must not let this aspect of his intellectual

personality, as prominent as it might be, overshadow the rest of his scholastic curriculum

vitae. For it is in another discipline that Subkī’s fame went beyond even his own madhhab:

in uṣūl al-fiqh, in which his Jamʿ al-jawāmiʿ is viewed as a milestone in scholastic jurispru-

dence (uṣūl al-fiqh ʿala ṭarīqat al-mutakallimīn), and was studied by Shafiʿites, Malikites, and

even Ḥanbalites across the Muslim world, as it continues to be in traditional seminaries

even today. Thus, the application of rational methodology to disciplines besides theology

is one area where scholasticism has long survived the debates over speculative theology of

eighth century Damascus.

Makdisi, followed by Joseph Shacht and C.E. Bosworth in their entry “al-Subki” in the

Encyclopedia of Islam (2nd ed.), sees Subkī’s very need to author such a polemic in favour

of Ashʿarism as a sign that Ashʿarism was “swimming against the tide”, and that Subkī

was largely unsuccessful in turning his fellow Shafiʿites away from the strict traditionalism

of Dhahabī and Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ before him.101 To the contrary, my own preliminary research

and tabulation of the disciplines and texts mentioned in Nuʿaymī’s al-Dāris seem to to

indicate a strong presence of scholastic activity in the Shafiʿite madrasas, especially after

the time of Ṣafī al-Dīn al-Hindī (d. 715) and the Subkī family. As early as thirty years after

the passing of Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, we find Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī’s work in scholastic jurisprudence

being studied by no less a traditionist than Nawawī, whom Makdisi portrays as a member

of the traditionalist camp.102

Furthermore, while Makdisi is right in noting Subkī’s almost desperate tone in some

of the bibliographical entries, it may equally be said that Dhahabī’s critique of the ratio-

nal disciplines — and by extension, the intellectual state of affairs of his day — itself be-

trays a palpable sense of frustration with the dominance of scholasticism in Damascus. His

comment regarding the widespread study of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī’s exegesis, for example,

indicates that scholasticism, in fact, was not on the wane. No doubt Subkī was working

101Schacht and Bosworth (1997), 745.
102Makdisi (1962), 75-77. See al-Sakhāwī, al-Ihtimām (1418), 7-8, and Ibn al-ʿAṭṭār, Tūhfat al-ṭālibīn (1991), 36

for the inclusion of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī’s and Ghazālī’s works in jurisprudence in Nawawī’s reading list.
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hard to turn the tide against the influence of Ibn Taymiyya and other traditionalists on

members of his own school; but it is not inconceivable that the tide was already turning

for reasons unconnected to Subkī’s efforts. The tribulations faced by Ibn Taymiyya and

members of his inner circle in the final decade of his life, and the united front he faced

from prominent Shafiʿites such as Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī, Ṣafī al-Dīn al-Hindī, and Kamāl

al-Dīn al-Zamalkānī, as well as from members of other madhhabs, may have been the fi-

nal push for those Shafiʿites who had been sitting on the fence between the two camps.

In light of the strong scholastic activity in Damascus between 550-750/1155-1350, and the

subsequent dominance of scholastic figures such as Zakariyya al-Anṣarī and Ibn Ḥajar al-

Haytamī amongst later Shafiʿites, Makdisi’s statement that Ibn ʿAsākir and Subkī “were

representing a group considered to be outside the limits of orthodoxy and desperately try-

ing to get in”103 appears to be a misreading of the development of the debate in medieval

Damascus.

103Makdisi (1962), 80.
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Appendix A

Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ’s Fatwa Against Logic

A question regarding one who studies or teaches logic and philosophy: is logic, in general

or in its details, a discipline which the Lawgiver made permissible to teach and to study?

Did the Companions and the Successors and the Imams and the Independent Jurists (muj-

tahidīn) and the Pious Predecessors make mention of it; did they make it permissible to be

involved in its study, and did they tolerate its study, or not? Is it permissible to employ

logical terminology in the establishment of legal rulings, or not? Are the rulings of the Sa-

cred Law in need of such in order for them to be established, or not? What is the necessary

action regarding he who has clothed himself this discipline, and openly taken to teaching

or studying it? What is the duty of the Sultan of the age regarding such a person? If a

person of philosophy is found in any of the lands, and he is known to teach it and read it

with students and to author works in it; furthermore, if such a person is a professor in any

of the colleges which were founded for the teaching of knowledge, is it obligatory upon

the Sultan of that land to dismiss him from his position and to spare people his evil?

He answered (may God be well pleased with him): philosophy is the peak of foolish-

ness and religious ruin. It is the very substance of confusion and misguidance, the very

cause of deviation and heresy. The inner sight of one who practices philosophy goes blind

to the beautiful qualities of the Sacred Law which is supported by the clearest of evidence,

and the most dazzling of proofs. Whoever meddles in it, whether in teaching it or study-

ing it, will be forever chained to failure and deprivation, and will become possessed by

Satan. What other art blinds its practitioner and darkens the heart to the prophethood of
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our Prophet (peace and blessings of God be upon him), while his signs are obvious, and his

miracles shine bright? In fact, one of the scholars attempted to enumerate these miracles,

and counted one thousand; and even then, we consider him to have fallen short, for they

are many multiples of that, and are, in fact, innumerable. They are not limited to only those

that appeared at his hands during his life (peace and blessings of God be upon him); rather,

they are continuously renewed after him (peace and blessings of God be upon him) with

the turning of the ages; for the miracles (karāmāt) of the saints of his nation, and the answers

to those who pray for the fulfilment of their needs by seeking intercession through him, and

the succour which they find after seeking his intercession, by which they are delivered in

the hour of their most dire need. . . all of these are unequivocal proofs of his greatness, and

are to be counted as obvious miracles ascribed to him. As such, they have no limit! May

God protect us from deviating from his community, and may He make us from those who

are guided and guide others according to his example.

As for logic, it is the gate to philosophy, and that which is a door unto evil is evil it-

self. Occupying one’s self with teaching it and learning it is not amongst that which the

Legislator has made permissible, nor have any of the Companions, the Successors, the Ju-

ridical Imams (al-aʾimma al-mujtahidūn), the Pious Predecessors, or anyone who is to be

emulated from the eminent guides, distinguished masters, or the pillars and leaders of this

nation. . . never have any of them ever declared it to be permissible! For God has declared

them all pure of such impoverishment and putridity, and has cleansed them of its filth.

As for the use of the terminology of logic in scholarly matters of the Sacred Law: it is

one of the ugliest of blameworthy affairs, and the worst of modern follies. The rulings of

the Sacred Law — and may all praise be to God for this — are in absolutely no need of logic

to begin with. That which the logician claims to be benefits of logic — namely, [knowledge

of] the definition, demonstrative proofs, etc. — is nothing but empty talk, of which God

has sufficed everyone who is of sound mind, and especially those who spend their lives

in service of the sciences of revelation. The Sacred Law and its sciences have been made

most perfect and complete, and the scholars have dived deep into the seas of its truths and

details, all without any logic or philosophy or philosophers! As for he who claims that his

study of logic and philosophy is for some benefit, such a person has been deceived and
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duped by Satan.

Thus, the duty of the Sultan — may God grant him honour, and grant honour to Islam

and to the people of Islam through him! — is to ward off from the Muslims the evil and

harm of these Godforsaken people, to expel them from the colleges, and to banish them

afar. He should punish all those who partake in this art, and to offer either the blade of the

sword or acceptance of Islam to all those who have shown themselves to hold the beliefs of

the philosophers, so that their fires may be put out, and all traces of it and of them be erased;

may God facilitate this and bring it forth soon! As a corollary to this, it is likewise necessary

to dismiss any professor of a colleges from his position if he is of the people of philosophy,

or authors works therein, or is a reader thereof. His very state betrays him! For truly, the

way to uproot evil is to remove its very roots. Placing such a person in the professorial

chair is of the gravest of sins. And God Most Praised and Most High is responsible for

success and protection. And He knows best.1

1Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, Fatāwā Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, 210-212.
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Appendix B

Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī’s Fatwa in

Support of Logic

What is the ruling regarding the study of logic for student of the Islamic disciplines: is the

study of logic beneficial for him, and would he be rewarded for his learning it, and is he

who disapproves of its study ignorant?

The Shaykh, the Imam — may God have mercy upon him — responded: All praise is

due to God.

The study of logic must be preceded by the study of the Qur’an, the Sunna, and Islamic

law (fiqh), until the student has became satiated with these sciences, such that correct belief,

along with honour for revelation (al-Sharīʿah) and its scholars, has become firmly rooted in

his mind; while philosophy and its scholars — in matters related to the Islamic creed —

become small in his eyes. Then, if his feet have become firm therein, and he knows himself

to be of sound mind, such that sophistry will not make him doubt clear proofs, and if he

finds a teacher who is religious, of good counsel and sound belief; or a teacher who is

otherwise, but the student knows better than to accept the teacher’s positions in matters

of faith; in such a case, it is permissible for him to study logic, which he will benefit from,

and which will be an aid to him in his study of the Islamic and other disciplines. For logic

is one of the best disciplines and most beneficial in all types of research, while logic in and

of itself has no recourse to a foundational science (wa laysa fī’l-manṭiq bi mujarradihi aṣlan).

As for he who says that the study of logic is an act of disbelief, or forbidden: he is
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ignorant, and knows nothing about disbelief or the forbidden or the permissible. For logic

is simply nothing other than a rational discipline, similar to arithmetic, save that arith-

metic is not prone to lead to corruption (fasād), as it is simply used in solving matters of

inheritance according to revelation, or calculating area or wealth; it’s practitioner does not

belittle others, nor is it a prolegomenon to other disciplines which may have a corrupting

influence.

As for logic, though the study of it is intrinsically sound, its practitioner often becomes

proud, belittles others, and comes to perceive the views of those who have not perfected

it as worthless. It becomes a door to the study of the rest of the philosophical disciplines

(ʿulūm al-ḥikma), both natural philosophy, in which no errors are to be found, and meta-

physics, in which most of the opinions of the philosophers are full of errors that contravene

the tenets of Islam and Sacred Law (al-Sharīʿah). Thus, he who limits himself to the study

of logic itself, but has not preceded it by a sound study of that which will protect him; for

such a one, it is feared that he will fall into freethinking atheism, or become submerged in

the beliefs of the philosophers, knowingly or not.

The truest statement that can be said is that [logic] is like a sword: one person may

carry in order to do battle thereby for the sake of God, while another may use it for highway

robbery. [Thus concludes this fatwa].1

1al-Subkī, Fatāwā, 2:633.
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